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Elaine Showalter’s generous gift primarily of books by and about Victorian British women authors to the Rutgers University Libraries contains nearly 500 titles in 652 volumes. This bibliography was extracted from Rutgers’ online public catalog, IRIS, by Robert Warwick and edited for publication here by Michael Joseph and Robert G. Sewell. Most of the books are available in the Alexander Library stacks, and a few dozen, in Special Collections and University Archives, also located in the Alexander Library. The Showalter Collection was cataloged with the aid of a grant from the New Jersey Council for the Humanities.


Alcott, William A. *The Young Husband; or Duties of Man in the Marriage Relation*. Fifth stereotype ed. Boston: Light, 1840 [c. 1838].


———. *Ishmael.* London: Maxwell, [1885].


———. *The Octoroon.* Chicago: Conkey, [between 1900 and 1910?].

———. *Taken at the Flood.* Stereotype ed. London: Ward, Lock, and Tyler, [18–?].


Brame, Charlotte M. *Dora Thorne.* New York: Lupton, [18–?].

———. *Dora Thorne.* New York: Mershon, [18–?].


———. *A Woman's Temptation.* [n.p.]: Butler Brothers, [18–?]. (Published under the pseudonym by Bertha M. Clay.)


———. *Cometh Up as a Flower*. New York: Munro, [18–?].


———. *The Game and the Candle*. [London]: Macmillan, [18–?]

———. *Good-bye, Sweetheart*. New York: Munro, [18–?].


Burnett, Frances Hodgson. *A Lady of Quality; Being a Most Curious, Hitherto Unknown History, as Related by Mr. Isaac Bickerstaff, but Not Presented to the World of Fashion Through the Pages of the Tatler, and Now for the First Time Down*. London: Warne, 1896.


———. *Fanny Burney and Her Friends: Select Passages from Her Diary and Other Writings*. Edited by L.B. Seeley; with nine illustrations after Reynolds, Gainsborough, Copley, and West. London: Seeley, [1871]. Large paper ed. limited to 150 copies.


———. *Doctor Luttrell's First Patient*. 2nd ed. London: Hutchinson, [19–?].


———. *Not Like Other Girls*. New York: Allison, [18–?].


———. *Christian’s Mistake*. London: Hurst and Blackett, [18–?].

———. *The Head of the Family*. London: Scott, [18–?].


———. *A Noble Life*. London: Hurst and Blackett, [18–?].

———. *The Ogilvies*. London: Scott, [19–?].
———. Olive. London: King, [18–?].
———. Studies from Life. London: Hurst and Blackett, 1861.
———. Studies from Life. New ed. London: Hurst and Blackett, [18–?].
———. A Woman’s Thoughts about Women. New York: Lupton, [18–?].
———. Young Mrs. Jardine. London: Hurst and Blackett, [18–?].

(For other works by Craik see under Marryat, Florence)


Davidson, Lucretia Maria. Poetical Remains of the Late Lucretia Maria Davidson. Collected and arranged by her mother; with a biography by Miss Sedgwick. Philadelphia: Lea and Blanchard, 1841.

———. Dombey and Son. With illustrations by F. Barnard. Chicago: Belford, Clarke, [18–?].

Dixie, Florence, Lady. Isola, or, the Disinherited: a Revolt for Woman and All the Disinherited; with remarks thereon by George Jacob Holyoake. London: Leadenhall Press; New York: Scribner, [1877].

Dowie, Ménie Muriel. Things about Our Neighbourhood. London: Grant Richards, 1903. (“This ed. is issued for circulation in India and the Colonies only.”)

“The Duchess.” *Dick’s Sweetheart*. New York: Lovell, [18–?].


———. *A Life’s Remorse*. New York: Lupton, [18–?].

———. *Marvel*. New York: Lupton, [18–?].

———. *A Modern Circe*. [s.l.: s.n., 18–?].


[*Vicomte de Bragelonne. English*] *The Vicomte De Bragelonne, or, Ten Years Later*. New York: Nelson, [19–?].


———. *Romola*. Chicago, New York: Rand, McNally, [c. 1898].
———. *Scenes of Clerical Life; And, Silas Marner*. New York: Harper & Brothers, [18–?].

Elizabeth. *Christine*. London: Macmillan, 1917. (Published under name Alice Cholmondeley.)


———. *Jackanapes; Daddy Darwin’s Dovecot; The Story of a Short Life*. With a sketch of her life by her sister, Horatia K.F. Gatty; with illustrations by Gordon Browne and Randolph Caldecott. New York: International Book Company, [18–?].

———. *Six to Sixteen: A Story for Girls*. Boston: Little, Brown, [19–?].


———. *Holidays at Roselands*. New York: Dodd, Mead, [1898].
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Hicks, Mrs. Beach, William. *Amabel and Mary Verena: An Epilogue*. London: Faber and Faber, [1946].


Holley, Marietta. Miss Jones' Quilting. New York: Ogilvie, c1887. Published under pseudonym “Josiah Allen's Wife”.


———. Little Journeys to the Homes of Famous Women. New York: Putnam, [1907].


———. *The Old Dominion.* London: Constable, 1906.


To Have and to Hold. With illustrations by Howard Pyle [and others]. Boston: Houghton Mifflin, 1900.


Limbo, and Other Essays. London: Richards, 1897.


Invitation to the Waltz. New York: H. Holt, [c. 1932].


Hope, the Hermit. London; New York: Longmans, Green, 1898, c. 1897.

———. *In the Golden Days*. New York: Crowell, [18–?].


———. *We Two*. New ed. London: Hurst and Blackett, [189?].


———. *Paul Clifford; Eugene Aram*. Chicago: Belford, Clarke, [18–?].


(See other works by Florence Marryat under Craik, Dinah Maria Mulock)


——. *The Makers of Florence*. New York: Caldwell, [18–?].


——. *The Ladies Lindores*. Chicago: Belford, Clarke, [18–?].


Ouida. *A Dog of Flanders*. New York: Caldwell, [18–?].


———. *Donald Marcy*. Boston: Houghton, Mifflin, [c. 1893].


Rita. Miss Kate, or, Confessions of a Caretaker. London: White, [1889?].


———. Toilers and Spinsters: And Other Essays. London: Smith Elder, 1890.


———. *Self-Raised; or, From the Depths.* New York: Hurst, [1876].


———. *The Merry Men, and Other Tales and Fables, Strange Case of Dr. Jekyll and Mr. Hyde.* New York: C. Scribner’s Sons, 1915.


Stodart, M.A. *Female Writers: Thoughts on Their Proper Sphere, and on Their Powers of Usefulness.* London: Seeley and Burnside, 1842.


Stowe, Harriet Beecher. *A Key to Uncle Tom’s Cabin; presenting the original facts and documents upon which the story is founded. Together with corroborative statements verifying the truth of the work.* Boston: Jewett; Cleveland: Jewett, Proctor & Worthington; [etc.], 1853.


———. *Jessica’s First Prayer.* London: Religious Tract Society, [19–?].


Elizabeth’s Campaign. Frontispiece in color by C. Allan Gilbert. New York: Dodd, Mead, 1918.


Miss Bretherton. New York: Ivers, [19–?].


Missing. Illustrated with scenes from the photoplay of the same name released by Famous Players–Lasky Corporation. New York: Grosset & Dunlap, c. 1917.


———. *Mrs. Halliburton’s Troubles*. [London]: Nelson, [19–?].


———. *The Shadow of Ashlydyat*. London: Milner, [18–?].


———. *Violet Vaughan, or, The Shadows of Warneford Grange*. Special ed. London: Clarke, [18–?].


———. Dove in Eagle’s Nest. New York: Hurst, [1866?].


———. The Heir of Redclyffe. New York: Burt, [18–?].


———. Ps and Qs, or, The Question of Putting Upon; and, Little Lucy’s Wonderful Globe. London: Macmillan, 1899.

